Conditional stimulus probability and activity of hippocampal, cingulate cortical, and limbic thalamic neurons during avoidance conditioning in rabbits.
Past studies of the neuronal correlates of avoidance conditioning in rabbits have led to a model of information flow among structures of the limbic system. A hypothesis of the model is that unexpected stimuli activate certain hippocampal and cingulate cortical neurons. This activity in turn suppresses or "limits" the firing of limbic thalamic neurons. This hypothesis is tested in relation to stimuli classified as unexpected or expected on the basis of their incidence or "probability." Multi-unit and field potential responses in the anterior and posterior cingulate cortices (AC and PC), the dentate gyrus (DG), and the anterior ventral (AV) and medial dorsal (MD) thalamic nuclei were recorded during the acquisition and performance of a locomotor conditioned response (CR). The CR, stepping in an activity wheel in response to a 0.5-s tone (CS+), prevented the occurrence of a shock US scheduled 5 s after CS+ onset. The rabbits also learned to ignore a different tone (CS-), not predictive of the US. Training was given daily (120 trials, 60 with each CS in an irregular sequence) until behavioral discrimination reached criterion. After criterion, asymmetric probability (AP) sessions were given, in which the CS+/CS- proportions were .2/.8 or .8/.2. The AP sessions were the same as conditioning sessions except for the probability manipulation. A significant discriminative response, i.e., a greater neuronal discharge to the CS+ than to the CS-, developed in all regions during behavioral acquisition. The unit response in the AP sessions was enhanced in all areas by rare presentation of the CS-, compared with the equal and frequent CS- conditions. Rare presentation of the CS+ enhanced the unit response in the cortical areas (AC, PC, and DG), but it suppressed the firing of limbic thalamic (AV and MD) neurons. These results were supportive of the model. Rare CS+ presentations did not alter AV and PC neuronal activity in rabbits with subicular lesions, a result suggesting that an intact hippocampus is essential for normal neuronal responses to stimulus probability in the cingulate cortex and limbic thalamus.